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Tracklist

A –Dj Normal 4 Transcendental Training Tactics 7:10
B –Dj Normal 4, Rasputin Disillusion Pyramid ft. Rasputin 5:20
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Comments about Mental Command Terror - DJ Normal 4
Tekasa

Yeap, transcendental training tactics is ace! the b-side track is not less, though on a smoother pace.
I'm totally in love with this new wave of style hybrids coming under this rave/jungle/graffitti
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aestetics..came just as I was exploring new terrains on the electronic map so a perfect timing for me.
There are crews all around the globe keeping it 100 now and releasing top notch digging dreams.
Klasse guys, the fett brothers, central&sports, bfdm, acting press and textasy just to name a few.And
you can't really call it a hype because the output is too diverse for that. Back to the essence for
sure..The only thing about it which makes it an absolute pain in the ass for me is that dicsogs sharks
are taking the damn piss on it. 45 bucks for a recent 10“ with two tracks on it? HELL NAW
sir.Sometimes I'm lucky enough to preorder a new release but usually these get sold out within
hours - feels like if you gotta be a professional fulltime digger to catch up with the good stuff. In
addition to that, the labels usually don't promote it much, which is fine for me, but honestly they
press WAY not enough.. am I wrong with this statement? Don't wanna rant, would be nice to hear
different aspects on the thematic.
Arlelond

It seems like it's a rising peak of a vinyl bubble. Don't worry - as always when it comes to bubbles,
people will get bored with the hype and move onto something else, the prices will drop (at least with
releases that are not VERY are and sought after (old).
dermeco

I really hope there is going to be a repress. Transcendental Training Tactics is amazing!
grand star

Really, really good. Transcendental Training Tactics is one of my favourites from this year.
Hǻrley Quinn

B Side reminds me of, and would mix well with, Bahamut Bump in the Night EP.
Camper

"Transcendental Training Tactics" is one of the best Rave-revival tracks I've heard so far. BFDM has
yet to put out a bad release.
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